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Ling & Ting are twins. They share a birthday. They bake cakes, and they
make birthday wishes. They tell stories and wrap gifts. They also share a
birthday secret! Have fun with Ling and Ting! They stick together and
look alike. But they are not exactly the same.
The Dismal Science - Peter Mountford 2014-01-28
The Dismal Science tells of a middle-aged vice president at the World
Bank, Vincenzo D’Orsi, who publicly quits his job over a seemingly minor
argument with a colleague. A scandal inevitably ensues, and he
systematically burns every bridge to his former life. After abandoning his
career, Vincenzo, a recent widower, is at a complete loss as to what to do
with himself. The story follows his efforts to rebuild his identity without a
vocation or the company of his wife. An exploration of the fragile nature
of identity, The Dismal Science reveals the terrifying speed with which a
person’s sense of self can be annihilated. It is at once a study of a man
attempting to apply his reason to the muddle of life and a book about
how that same ostensible rationality, and the mathematics of finance in
particular, operates—with similarly dubious results—in our world.
Goldwyn - A. Scott Berg 2013-08-01
Samuel Goldwyn was the premier dream-maker of his era - a fierce
independent force i a time when studios ruled, a producer of silver
screen sagas who was, in all probability, the last Hollywood tycoon. In
this riveting book, Pulitzer Prize winning biographer A. Scott Berg tells

Friday Night at Hodges' Café Book and Cassette - Tim Egan
1997-04-01
Hodges and the patrons of his cafe are frightened when three tigers try
to take over, but his crazy duck saves the day.
Emmy and the Incredible Shrinking Rat - Lynne Jonell 2008-09-02
Emmy was a good girl. At least she tried very hard to be good. She did
her homework without being told. She ate all her vegetables, even the
slimy ones. And she never talked back to her nanny, Miss Barmy,
although it was almost impossible to keep quiet, some days. She really
was a little too good. Which is why she liked to sit by the Rat. The Rat
was not good at all . . . Hilarious, inventive, and irresistably rodentfriendly, Emmy and the Incredible Shrinking Rat is a fantastic first novel
from acclaimed picture book author Lynne Jonell.
Dodsworth in Paris - 2010-05
When Dodsworth and the duck vacation in Paris, they have a grand time
despite running out of money and accidentally riding their bicycles in the
Tour de France.
The Pink Refrigerator - Tim Egan 2007
Dodsworth does as little work as he can, collecting items from a junkyard
and placing them in his thrift store for sale, until he happens upon a pink
refrigerator that spurs him to do much more with his life.
Ling & Ting Share a Birthday - Grace Lin 2013-09-10
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the life story of this remarkable man - a tale as rich with drama as any
feature length epic and as compelling as the history of Hollywood itself.
Serious Farm - Tim Egan 2006-10-02
Farmer Fred never smiled much. “Farmin’ is serious business,” he’d say.
“Nothin’ funny about corn.” And so life on his farm was pretty serious.
None of the animals laughed or even smiled. But everyone has to laugh
sometimes, including Farmer Fed. The animals try everything to get him
to smile: dancing by the light of the moon in Farmer Fred’s clothes,
singing chickens, sheep disguised in sunglasses and mustaches. Nothing
works and finally the animals decide to leave Serious Farm in search of a
more cheerful place to chuckle and graze. Will the animals find a livelier
home, and will Farmer Fred ever lighten up?
Dodsworth - Sinclair Lewis 1974

On a dark and scary Halloween night, Sheldon the short-order pig is out
looking for work when his car breaks down. Gathering up his courage, he
approaches an ominous-looking mansion and enters the twisted world of
Dr. Edmund Vermin! Will poor Sheldon escape or be forever trapped in
Dr. Vermin’s laboratory? Things aren’t what they seem in Tim Egan’s
latest zany tale of ravishing wolves, giant pigs and . . . horseradish!
Roasted Peanuts - Tim Egan 2006-04-03
Sam and Jackson both agreed: nothing beat baseball. The crowds
cheering, the bright green grass, the tasty roasted peanuts. Sam was an
amazing athlete—very strong and fast, a big-leaguer in the making.
Jackson, on the other hand, was not very strong or very fast at all. He
could throw very far, but that was about it. When Sam makes the team
and Jackson doesn’t, he misses having Jackson there on the field with
him. And then he sees a poster . . . Tim Egan has crafted a quirky tale of
friendship and loyalty, complete with a late-inning nail biter that will
keep baseball fans on the edge of their seats!
Distant Feathers - 1998
Sedrick is visited by an enormous, annoying bird that wreaks havoc on
the town, but when the bird is presumed dead after a violent hurricane,
Sedrick finds that he misses it.
Saving the Griffin - Kristin Wolden Nitz 2007
Author Kristin Wolden Notz presents realistic characters enmeshed in
complex sibling relationships in a magical mixture of fantasy and
adventure that is sure to draw in middle readers.
Mrs. Noodlekugel - Daniel Pinkwater 2012-04-24
With signature wit and whimsy, the inimitable Daniel Pinkwater
introduces an eccentric, endearing babysitter every child will wish they
could have. Nick and Maxine live in a tall building with one apartment on
top of another. So when they look out their window and see a little house
they never knew was there, of course they must visit (especially when
their parents tell them not to!). Going through the boiler room, they’re
amazed to find to a secret backyard with a garden, a porch, and a statue
of a cat. And they’re even more amazed when that cat starts to talk. . . .
Welcome to the world of Mrs. Noodlekugel, where felines converse and

Dodsworth In Tokyo - Tim Egan 2013-04-16
With trips to New York, Paris, London, and Rome under their belts,
Dodsworth and the duck head for Japan: “The plane glided over Mount
Fuji. Tokyo sparkled in the distance. Dodsworth was a little nervous.”
Dodsworth has good reason to be nervous—the duck bumps into a
rickshaw, falls into a koi pond (he can’t swim), and knocks over a tray of
wagashi! Readers will love the slapstick humor and the odd-couple
friendship between Dodsworth and the duck. Four engaging chapters of
short sentences, clean design, and gem-like little paintings of the Land of
the Rising Sun make it easy for early readers to enjoy the journey.
Metropolitan Cow - Tim Egan 1999-03-26
Bennett Gibbons is a very fortunate calf. His parents are prominent
members of their herd and noted socialites. They live in a beautiful
apartment and give Bennett everything he could want. Indeed, young
Bennett is the luckiest little calf in the neighborhood. Problem is, he's the
only little calf in the neighborhood. Bennett is happy to become friends
with Webster, a young pig who lives next door. But when his parents
forbid the friendship Bennett runs away, and his parents soon learn the
value of a good friend.
The Experiments of Doctor Vermin - Tim Egan 2002-09-30
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serve cookies and tea, vision-impaired mice join the party (but may put
crumbs up their noses), and children in search of funny adventures are
drawn by the warm smell of gingerbread and the promise of magical
surprises.
Dodsworth in Rome - 2011
Dodsworth and his duck companion have a lovely time in Rome, even
though the duck tries to improve the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel and
takes all the coins from the Trevi Fountain.
Dodsworth in London - Tim Egan 2009-11-16
Dodsworth and his duck have just arrived in London via hot air balloon.
There is so much to see Double-decker buses Palaces Fog But a crowded
bus stop leads to a hilarious case of mistaken identity and . . . a lost duck.
Time to call in Scotland Yard?
Arrowsmith - Sinclair Lewis 2021-01-05
This satirical novel by the Nobel Prize–winning author of It Can’t Happen
Here examines medicine in the modern world through the eyes of an
idealistic man. The assistant of a small-town midwestern doctor, young
Martin Arrowsmith is fascinated with the contents of Gray’s Anatomy.
Eager to pursue an adventurous career in medicine and science, he
eventually sets off for medical school, where he hopes to dedicate himself
to research. But as Martin progresses through life, he encounters
qualities in humans more troublesome than any of the specimens he
examines under a microscope. Happiness almost eludes him until his
mentor offers him a post at a prestigious institute—which soon sends
Martin to a plague ravaged Caribbean island. There he must show what
he is truly made of . . . A perennial favorite of medical students to this
day, Arrowsmith won author Sinclair Lewis the Pulitzer Prize in 1926,
which he declined. “Beyond doubt the best of Mr. Lewis’s novels . . .
Absorbing and illuminating.” —The Spectator
Dodsworth in Tokyo - 2013
Dodsworth's duck companion is surprisingly well-behaved during a visit
to Tokyo, although he does fall into the koi pond at the Imperial Palace
and becomes the center of attention at a Sanja Festival.
Dixie O'Day: In The Fast Lane - Shirley Hughes 2013-08-08
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Introducing Dixie O’Day and also, of course, his friend Percy! This
dashing duo are always getting into adventures – here they enter the AllDay Car Race little knowing what is ahead of them! Dixie and Percy run
into all sorts of peril, as does their arch enemy, Lou Ella. But who will
win, and will Lou Ella get her comeuppance?
Past and Present of Greene County, Illinois - Edward Miner 1905
Dodsworth in New York - 2007
When Dodsworth sets out for adventure, including a stop in New York
City before going to Paris, London, and beyond, he does not expect a
crazy duck to stow away in his suitcase and lead him on a merry chase.
Dodsworth in Paris - Tim Egan 2015-09-03
Dodsworth and his (crazy) friend the duck have just arrived in Paris. It is
their first time in the City of Lights, and they are ready for some
adventures magnifique! Right away they see mimes, painters, and people
wearing berets. They climb the Eiffel Tower, and the duck even finds
some bent-over guy who rings bells for a living. It looks like it is going to
turn out to be a great vacation in Paris . . . but trouble is never far from a
misbehaving duck!
Charlotte in Paris - Joan MacPhail Knight 2013-01-04
It's 1892. Charlotte and her family have lived abroad in the famous artist
colony in Giverny, France, for a year, when an exciting invitation arrives.
The celebrated impressionist Mary Cassatt is having an exhibition in
Paris. While in Paris, Charlotte dines at a cafe on the Champs-Elysees,
watches a marionette show in the Tuileries gardens and celebrates her
birthday at the Eiffel Tower. Illustrated with stunning museum
reproductions of works by artists such as Monet, Degas, Cassatt, Renoir
and Rodin as well as lovely watercolor collages, this sequel to Charlotte
in Giverny also includes biographical sketches of the featured painters.
Charlotte's charming scrapbook will leave fans of the first book, art
lovers, Francophiles and readers of all ages shouting, "Vive Charlotte!"
Fox and Crow Are Not Friends - Melissa Wiley 2012-08-07
Fox and Crow can agree on two things: their love of cheese and loathing
of each other. These cagey animals will do whatever they can to outwit
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their sworn enemy and claim sole possession of the prized cheese they
keep finding. But they are too caught up in their plotting and planning to
realize they've picked the wrong house to steal from—since the mother of
the house is one fed up Mama Bear who knows exactly how to contend
with freeloaders.
September Song - John Weld 1998-01-01
Two of the greatest performances in all of motion pictures were given by
the same man. In The Devil and Daniel Webster he was the elfin Mr.
Scratch, stroking his chin whiskers, confidently puffing a cigar as he
claimed the soul of his victim. And in The Treasure of the Sierra Madre
he was the grizzled old prospector Howard, dancing a frenzied jig for his
bewildered companions as he pointed to the gold that lay beneath their
feet. He played bankers, lawyers, business tycoons, newspapermen,
prison wardens, ambassadors, outlaws, and presidents. His name was
Walter Huston. This book is the first full-length account of Walter
Huston's extraordinary life. Work on it began in 1937, when the actor
consented to a series of lengthy interviews with his friend John Weld.
Publishers were not interested at the time, and for more than forty years
after Huston's death, the manuscript remained unfinished. Today, Walter
Huston is known primarily as the father of the late writer-director John
Huston and the grandfather of actress Angelica Huston. But that's all
about to change. John Weld, at the age of ninety-three, has completed
the job he began sixty years ago. And once again Walter Huston will be
recognized as one of the greatest actors of his generation.
Main Street - Sinclair Lewis 2022-01-17
Set in the small town of Gopher Prairie, Minnesota, the Main Street
takes place in the 1910s, with references to the start of World War I, the
United States' entry into the war, and the years following the end of the
war, including the start of Prohibition. It relates the life and struggles of
Carol Milford Kennicott as she comes into conflict with the small-town
mentality of the residents of Gopher Prairie.
Dodsworth in Paris - 2008
When Dodsworth and the duck vacation in Paris, they have a grand time
despite running out of money and accidentally riding their bicycles in the
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Tour de France.
The Blunder of the Rogues - 1999
The Rogues, a band of mischievous young animals, are transformed into
real crooks when they get involved with Vincent the goat and an
innocent-looking little old sheep lady. By the author of Distant Feathers.
10,000 first printing.
Bridges are to Cross - Philemon Sturges 2014-06-30
Everyone knows bridges are to cross -- to get to the other side. From a
simple log to woven webs of steel, bridges reflect our values, our
lifestyles. Feast your eyes on these bridges from around the world, all
painstakingly created with intricately cut paper, and you will come to
realize that crossing is only one reason for having a bridge.
Burnt Toast on Davenport Street - 1997
Arthur and Stella Crandall, two dogs, are for the most part content with
their lives until a fly gets mixed up while granting Arthur three wishes.
Monasticon Anglicanum - William Dugdale 1819
A Story Lately Told - Anjelica Huston 2013-11-19
The Academy Award-winning actress and director shares the first half of
her unconventional life, from her childhood in Ireland and her teen years
in London to her coming of age as a model and budding actress in New
York.
I Heart Boy - 2011
Presents photographs of three male nudes posing together and alone in
their own homes.
Anatole - Eve Titus 2012-11-28
Anatole is a most honorable mouse. When he realizes that humans are
upset by mice sampling their leftovers, he is shocked! He must provide
for his beloved family--but he is determined to find a way to earn his
supper. And so he heads for the tasting room at the Duvall Cheese
Factory. On each cheese, he leaves a small note--"good," "not so good,"
"needs orange peel"--and signs his name. When workers at the Duvall
factory find his notes in the morning, they are perplexed--but they realize
that this mysterious Anatole has an exceptional palate and take his
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advice. Soon Duvall is making the best cheese in all of Paris! They would
like to give Anatole a reward--if only they could find him...
The Magician - Michael Scott 2009
Ashes to ashes . . .California: The book of Abraham the Mage holds the
secret of eternal life a secret more dangerous than any one man should
possess. Dr. John Dee is two pages away from the knowledge that would
bring the Dark Elders into ultima
Yorkshire Church Notes, 1619-1631 - Roger Dodsworth 1904
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Manhood - Laura Dodsworth 2017-06
Manhood 100 men bravely share un-airbrushed photographs of their
penises alongside honest, courageous, powerful and humorous stories
about their penises and their lives. Intimate, visually refreshing, maybe
even surprising, Manhood will make you reconsider how you think and
feel about your own body, and those of the men in your life.
The Trial of Cardigan Jones - Tim Egan 2004
Cardigan the moose goes to trial for stealing an apple pie he swears he
only sniffed.
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